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Bill Winke

I

used to laugh at my friends
when they said they were hunting from ground blinds. It is
probably a notion shared by many
bowhunters. I never figured that
deer would come within bow range
of a blind sitting in the middle of a
field, but I was wrong. If the blind is
in the field for several days, the deer
begin to accept it as a natural part of
the environment.
That’s when
things start getting interesting. Since
accepting the fact that you don’t
have to be in a tree to shoot a nice
buck, I’ve been so close to deer in
ground blinds that I could actually
hear their stomachs growling.

other style of hunting and several
blinds take this concept to the limit
with shoot-through scentproof win-

dow coverings. Ground blinds continue to become less expensive as more
and more of them are made overseas.

Bowhunting Blinds

THE EVOLUTION OF THE
GROUND BLIND
Only a few years back, if you said
“ground blind” another bowhunter
would envision a few boughs cut
from a tree and draped over a low
branch, behind which you would
hunker. While such natural blinds
can still be very effective, they have
many shortcomings. As more deer
hunters began to realize the effectiveness of ground blinds, the interest in hunting from them began to
grow and the demand for manufactured blinds that are portable and
fully enclosed began to grow too.
A typical ground blind today is
fully enclosed with a roof and walls
with closeable shooting portals or
windows. Some even have floors
sewn in to keep you dry from below.
Most are made of a durable cloth
material or a lighter nylon or polyester fabric. The best ones for hunting have darkened interiors to
reduced light transmission through
the material.
There are even ground blinds
today that contain scent, a very
important attribute, to be sure.
Ground blinds give you the opportunity to contain odor better than any
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Not all ground blinds are made for bowhunters. Some are ideal for gun hunters who
can stick their barrel out the portal when shooting. Make sure the blinds you intend to
sell to bowhunters are large enough to draw a bow inside. Also, the best blinds have
blackened interiors to keep them dark so game can not see in through open windows.
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WHO HUNTS FROM
GROUND BLINDS
The market for ground blinds is
simple: consider every bowhunter as
a potential buyer. I’ve bowhunted
from ground blinds for mule deer,
elk, turkey, antelope and, of course,
whitetail deer. They work equally
well for all of these game animals
and certainly for a whole lot of others I didn’t mention. It would be
tempting to think of ground blinds
only as applicable to aging
bowhunters (baby boomers) who no
longer want to climb into trees, or for
overweight bowhunters who dare
not climb. That kind of thinking
hamstrings the potential for sales.
Certainly, they are excellent for older
and heavier hunters, but they also
work well for every demographic
group.

SELLING STARTS
WITH EDUCATION
First, you have to break two

stereotypes.
Number one, that
bowhunters can only kill bucks from
tree stands, and number two that
ground blinds are only for hunters
who can’t climb. They work great for
all bowhunters and even work better
than tree stands in certain situations. Understanding those situations well helps you not only to sell
blinds, but to buy the right ones for
your shop, as well.
There are two separate situations where ground blinds can be
very productive even when trees are
available. The first occurs when a
buck is approaching a specific part
of a feeding area regularly but using
a variety of trails. The second opportunity occurs when hunting in locations where the wind swirls.
Typically, these areas have great sign
– ditch and creek crossings and other
narrow funnels used heavily by traveling deer - but they are nearly
impossible to hunt from a tree stand
without detection. I’m going to offer
a few tips, but I’m going to write it as

Whenever possible, you will make it easier for deer to accept a
blind in their environment if you can tuck it into cover and then
add branches and brush to further break up its outline. At left

if you were the hunter in order to
simplify the communication.
Ground blinds at food sources:
Hunting where deer feed has always
presented a difficult challenge: keeping deer on other trails from smelling
you while you hope for the buck to
come out on the trail you are watch-

Double Bull’s newest model is a Matrix
360 which allows you to slide open the
fabric anyplace along a 360 degree seam.

we’ve placed this Double Bull blind under and against a tree. At
right is a Double Bull blind that has been camouflaged with the
addition of a set of artificial branches from PMI Cover Systems,
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Blinds
Deer River
Archery of
Grand Rapids,
Minnesota builds
the Bowhunter’s
InnvisiBale with
an aluminum frame
and waterproof
polyester fabric
that’s been printed
to mimic the big round
bales you’ll find almost
anywhere alfalfa is being raised.

ing. For this reason, it is tough to
stage the perfect ambush from a tree
stand at a feeding area.
Ground blinds offer a definite
advantage in this situation. You can
cut off the angles by hunting right in
the middle of the food source. You
don’t need to guess which trail the
buck will use; you only need to know
where he usually ends up feeding.
This greatly simplifies hunting
strategies especially in and around
small to medium-sized food plots.

You don’t have to study the area for
days on end trying to come up with
an intricate plan that keeps non-target deer from smelling you.
Granted, eliminating the decision of which trail to hunt is only half
the game. A hunter still has to consider scent. With the blind right in
the middle of the food source, deer
are likely to be feeding on all sides upwind and down - by nightfall.
That would definitely be bad if they
smelled you, but today’s well constructed ground blinds actually solve
this problem by containing your
scent.
I know what you’re thinking, and

At least five of the blinds in the 2005 line from Eastman
Outfitters can be ordered either with or without the Safari System
that drapes them with lifelike leaves. This Carbon Pop-Up model,
measuring 57 inches square and 64 high, comes in the company’s
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it is a valid question: how can you
hunt repeatedly right in the middle
of a feeding area without spooking
the deer when you leave?
Most often, blinds in feeding
areas are located right in the wideopen. In these instances, you must
arrange for someone else to drive up
to the field edge and move the deer
off gently using a vehicle. With this
diversion in place, it is easy to
scramble from the blind and into the
vehicle with little fanfare. There is
no question that in time even this
method of clearing the field will
result in educated deer and fewer
sightings, but as long as you don’t

RiverBottom pattern or Realtree Hardwoods Green. The Exscent
lining darkens the blind as it absobs human scent. Windows now
close with a Silent Magnet system, rather than noisy zippers or
hook & loop fasteners. The Safari version weighs 11.2 pounds.
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hunt the blind every single evening
you should be able to keep the area
fresh for several good hunts.
Areas with swirling winds:
Whenever you hunt a stand located
in a spot that’s protected from the
direct flow of the wind you will have
to deal with swirling. I’ve always
avoided setting up in such locations
because the odds of educating deer
are high. I’ve had to ignore some
awesome looking crossings as a
result.
Because a ground blind serves to
contain human scent, it permits you
to hunt these places more effectively.
While your visibility and shooting
coverage won’t be as good from a
ground blind as they would be from
a tree stand, that is of little consequence if the blind is the only decent
option. Obviously, when hunting in
the timber you can use natural cover
to help conceal the blind, reducing
(or eliminating) the time required for
deer to become accustomed to it.

DEER NEED TO GET
USED TO THE BLIND
I have yet to hunt in a ground
blind that deer didn’t shy away from
the first time they saw it. In my experience, deer need at least one night
to snort at the blind and to get used
to it. Ideally, though, I would want to
leave a blind out for at least five days
before hunting it. The blind is something new that they must get used to
seeing. One situation where this isn’t
true is in an alfalfa field that has just
been round baled. You can put the
blind next to a bale just as soon as
they are rolled up and the deer won’t
pay it any attention.

FINE POINTS OF
BLIND HUNTING
Hunting from a blind is not the
same experience as hunting from a
tree stand. I’ll be honest with you, I
don’t like it nearly as much. I hunted
turkeys from ground blinds for three
years with a bow and shot some nice
gobblers but I found the experience
to be less enjoyable than being on
the move in the open air with the
wind in my face, so I went back to
gun hunting. Even though I could

say the same about ground blinds
used for deer hunting, under the
right conditions, enduring the “closet” seems a reasonable tradeoff for
shooting a big deer. The bottom line
is that ground blinds are simply the
most effective way to hunt deer in
certain situations.
Also, blinds need to be kept very
clean or you will introduce foreign
odors. Always make sure to tell your
customers to be careful where they
store their blinds. Keep them in a
dry place that is free of offensive
odors. In other words, the garage is a
poor choice.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A
BLIND THAT YOU WILL SELL
Serious ground blinds are fully
enclosed, meaning they have walls,
windows that close and a roof. The
very best for bowhunting also have a
darkened interior so game can’t see
you inside. This means you should
instruct your customers to open as
few windows as necessary so they
don’t introduce extra light or create a
“see-through”
situation where
a deer could
spot their outline
moving
between two
open windows.
Second,
look at price.
As much as I
hate to say it,
most of the
inexpensive
ground blinds
are
coming
from overseas
where production costs are
considerably
lower.
You
should stock
some of these
m o d e l s
because their
price points are
very
low.
Granted, some
of these blinds
are made of
thin material
and the sewing

is not particularly good. I’ve had a
few of them pull apart the first season I used them. But a percentage of
your customers are going to want a
blind in the $130 to $175 range no
matter how much you try to persuade them otherwise. They may
need a super high quality blind but
they can only afford the mass produced blinds. If you fight long
enough they will just leave your store
and buy the cheaper blind somewhere else. Educate them, but in the
end sell them what they want.
Third, look at quality. This is just
the opposite side of the same argument. Some of your customers will
want the best even if it is twice or
even three times as expensive. Make
sure to stock a few rugged blinds
made of thick material that will
stand up to several hard seasons of
hunting. Again, educate and then
sell what the customer wants.
Fourth, consider weight. While I
think weight is less important than
most people believe, hunters generally like things to be lightweight.

Risers
Limbs
Wood grips
Cams
Wheels
Limb cups
and more...

P.O. Box 161 Norway, MI 49870
(906)563-5990 Fax (906)563-7344
patarchy@up.net
Circle 113 on Response Card
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Blinds

This is especially true if they
plan to use the blind for turkey hunting where they may be moving often.
When deer hunting, the bowhunter
is less likely to move and weight is
less important in the final enjoyment
and success of the hunt than the
other qualities already discussed.
Anything under 15 pounds is light
and anything under 25 pounds is
reasonable.
Consider semi-permanent solutions. I know a local farmer that
makes several thousand dollars each
year constructing ground blinds out
of wood and selling them to area
bowhunters. They are big and
rugged and built on skids so the

Ameristep Doghouse TSC blind. By adding a little brush and branches to the outside of
the blind you can break up the outline making the blind more acceptable to deer.

hunter can drag them around the
field with an ATV. They are also
caulked and waterproofed. He sells
them for about $600 to $650. More
than half that amount is profit. If
you are handy with a hammer, you
might consider making a few and
seeing how they sell. You may be
surprised how many bowhunters
will eventually buy one of these glorified outhouses.
If you have never taken ground
Scentite makes
molded plastic
shelters that
exhaust human
scent out a tube 30
feet above the
blind. While too
compact for
bowhunters, the
firm has also developed a combination chair & blind.

The BowSlingBlind from Blue Sky Archery
is designed to carry your bow with mounted
quiver, and has pockets for accessories. An
optional blind (above) fits in the case and
can camouflage a treestand or be used with
ground stakes to set up behind when hunting deer or turkey
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blinds seriously, you are missing a
great opportunity to increase your
sales. The trend toward ground
blind use is growing. It doesn’t
appear that it will stagnate any time
soon. More bowhunters try ground
blinds every year and they are taking
good deer from them. This is an area
of the hunting equipment market
where you can and should become
an expert.
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Popular Models to Consider

How To Help Blinds Contain Scent

Double Bull: (888) 464-0409,
w w w. d o u b l e b u l l a r c h e r y. c o m
Double Bull is one of the best known
brands in ground blinds and for
good reason.
They make very
durable blinds with excellent
designs. Their newest blind is the
Matrix 360 with a 360-degree seethrough panel that permits complete visibility.

While some blinds incorporate odor-absorbing linings, it is possible to
improve the scent containment of any blind. When setting up the blind use
a small gardener’s trowel or camper’s shovel to dig in and bury the blind’s
skirt so air can’t enter or leave the blind under the wall. Also, find a way to
apply cellophane to the shooting windows. You can split pipe insulation,
stick it around the window’s perimeter, and tuck plastic wrap (cling wrap)
into the slit or you can spray adhesive around the inside of each window
and when that dries you can tape clear plastic wrap right to this tacky surface.
You can shoot right through the clear sheet of thin plastic without
affecting arrow flight. Before hunting from it, sit in the blind on a windy
day. If you can feel a breeze you have more work to do. Test this by dropping a milkweed seed to see if it drifts to the side or drops straight down. If
you are serious about making the blind scent-tight, you’re not done finetuning until the seed drops straight down.

Ameristep: (810) 686-4035,
www.ameristep.com
Ameristep
makes eleven fully-enclosed blinds
that cover a wide range of applications and price points. Their TSC
series are a good choice for
bowhunters because they contain
scent. Their zip-out windows are
scentproof and you can shoot
through them.
Underbrush: (888) 376-2004
Underbrush makes three fully
enclosed blinds. Two of them have
3-D camo leaf strips to help break up
the outline. While a small consideration in the overall design, these
strips do offer some value. The
Magnum Bowhunter has a special
black liner to darken the interior.
Eastman Outfitters: (810) 7336360, www.eastmanoutfitters.com
This company used to be called
Game Tracker. Eastman Outfitters
sells five fully enclosed blinds. Their
Venture is lined with carbon to
absorb human odors. The Safari version of the same blind has a covering
of three-dimensional leaf cut material to break up its outline.
Scentite Blinds: (800) 828-1554,
www.scentite.com Scentite blinds
are fully enclosed molded plastic
shelters that vent human scent out
of a tube that exhausts 30 feet up in
the air.
Lucky’s Tent Company: (989)
658-8686,
www.luckyshuntingblinds.com Lucky’s blinds are fully
enclosed and quick and easy to
erect. They are also ruggedly made
and don’t shine in direct sunlight.

Invisiblind: (800) 247-6788,
www.invisiblind.com This is another long-standing product in the
blind market. While the blind will
not contain scent, it does offer a
wide field of view and you can shoot
right through the material without
affecting arrow flight.

Invisibale is a blind that mimics their
shape and color, with 20 shooting
windows and shoot-through mesh
screens. My experience has been any
blind works good around round
bales for deer, but this one should
fool sharp-eyed turkeys and waterfowl as well.

PMI Cover
System:
8884 1 9 - 6 7 0 6 ,
www.coversystem.com
PMI
makes a synthetic leaf system
that greatly simplifies
the
process
of
brushing in a
ground blind.
The leaves also
double for use
on tree stands
and can even be
used to camouflage a duck
boat.
Deer River
Archery: (800)
399-5034. Many
bowhunters,
turkey hunters
and waterfowl
hunters
have
used big round
hay bales for
cover.
The
B o w h u n t e r ’s
Circle 36 on Response Card
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